Adverse reactions during procedures: hypersensitivity to contrast agents and dyes.
This review provides an overview of the literature on hypersensitivity reactions during procedures to commonly used contrast agents and dyes. A synthesis of current knowledge on clinical symptoms, epidemiology and risk factors, pathomechanism and management of hypersensitivity reactions to these substances is presented. A literature search was conducted through Medline. Included were peer-reviewed articles written in English between 2000 and 2019. Relevant clinical studies, experimental studies and review articles have been selected. Additionally, case reports have been included, if they carried significant information about rare clinical forms of hypersensitivity reactions, disease mechanisms or therapy. An allergological workup is only indicated for patients with a history of immediate (IHR) and non-immediate hypersensitivity reactions (NIHR) but not for toxic or unrelated adverse events. Skin tests +/- experimental cellular laboratory tests in patients with previous reactions can provide evidence for an allergic mechanism. Positive skin tests indicating allergy are more common in severe reactions. If the adverse event was allergic, skin testing of alternatives is helpful for the selection of other contrast agents for future procedures. Premedication alone may be insufficient in these cases and breakthrough reactions occur. For non-allergic reactions, change of contrast agent and premedication is often but not always sufficient to suppress reactions CONCLUSION: Patients with previous NIHR or IHR, especially moderate and severe IHR, needing potential re-administration of contrast agents should be skin tested in order to identify an allergic mechanism as well as alternative agents to be used for future procedures.